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Maths 

As ever, I shan’t be answering the previous set of multiplication questions; you can manage that 

yourselves.  

Please follow this link https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

You should be able to see the answers to the previous lesson’s questions if you haven’t already 

marked them.  

Using the pink bars near the top of the page, please navigate to Summer Term Week 3 and access 

the first of the lessons there – Simplifying Fractions. Given the standard of fraction work that you 

were getting done in the run up to SATS, this should be an absolute piece of cake for you all.  

You will also find below your multiplications for the day towards the bottom of this document. 

 

 

 

English 

Answers to Friday’s Spellings 

1. The teachers loved their profession. 

2. Adam produced and excellent piece of artwork. 

3. Gran let them choose a variety of sweets. 

4. The walked quietly through the cemetery. 

5. Cycling is better for the environment than cycling.  

6. The teacher was extremely thorough when marking. 

7. The boxer looked very aggressive 

8. “My next door neighbour is so noisy!” complained John. 

 

Monday is reading comprehension day. Please follow the below link, read the text and answer the 

questions. It’s not a long list of questions. There is one 3 marker. You know how to tackle these. I 

haven’t looked at the mark scheme but they are always (almost) the same. Make 2 points and 

ensure at least one is supported with evidence. 

https://ZIYIGEH.exampro.net 

 

 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/
https://ziyigeh.exampro.net/
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Challenge 3 

 

Do your physical exercise 

Continue with the collecting of the data for your Virus/Corona/Covid line graph. I think Friday’s 

Maths challenge this week will be constructing your line graph. Persevere with your news 

consumption for 1 more week and then we’ll see how the data looks in a graph 

 

 

RE Task 

This week you will be researching and comparing the beliefs of different religions as pertaining to 

creation of the universe.  

Firstly, I want you to choose 5 different religions. There are said to be 6 main world religions, 

Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism. You can choose from this list. There are 

plenty of other less widespread religious traditions and you may pick from any of those also. For 

each of your five religions, write a paragraph detailing how it is that their adherents believe the 

world/universe was created.  

 

With that done, you may have noticed that there a certain similarities between some of these. 

Obvious similarities may be found between Judaism and Christianity but there will be other themes 

and connectedness that cross other beliefs. I would then like you to write a further paragraph or two 

pointing out notable similarities and any stark contrasts and contradictions.  

The final element of this task will require some really deep thinking. The prevailing scientific thought 

on the creation of the universe is known as The Big Bang Theory. The gritty details of this are 

fiendishly complicated and difficult to understand. Also, the details of what is believed to be true 

about this bang change as new research comes to the fore but the general idea has very strong 

scientific support and is reasonably succinctly explained here. ( 

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/space/stars-and-galaxies/big-bang/ ) 

Many religious people do accept that the Big Bang Theory is the most likely explanation for how the 

universe came to be in its current state. Notwithstanding this, they also believe that their own 

religious beliefs are also true. On the face of it, the religious beliefs about creation and the current 

scientific understanding completely contradict each other, yet people still find a way to believe that 

there is truth to be found in both the scientific and the religious explanation.  

Your final challenge will be to write a paragraph explaining how it can be that people can believe 

both the scientific and their own religious belief about creation. How can people find a way of 

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/space/stars-and-galaxies/big-bang/
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making the two compatible? In 1996, Pope John Paul II made a speech entitled Truth Cannot 

Contradict Truth. If I remember correctly, this was about the Church’s position on theories of 

Evolution and how the religious and scientific understandings can be compatible. Similar ideas could 

easily be applied to religious and scientific understanding of Creation. That speech might be a good 

place to start with your thinking on this. 

 

This task gets progressively harder. It begins with simply precising your chosen 5 different religious 

beliefs about creation. Summarising and precising are useful skills throughout your academic career 

and beyond. This is a good opportunity to rehearse. The second phase is slightly more demanding. It 

requires you to notice connections and contrasts and describe them clearly. This is also an extremely 

valuable skill. By the time your academic career is over, many of you will have written lots and lots of 

essays and answers to exam questions which begin with the instruction, Compare and contrast… 

Finally, it gets really difficult. You will need to do a lot of what are called deep thinking and thought 

experimentation. It will be easier for those of you who actually do hold onto both their religious and 

scientific explanations of the origins of the universe. However, it is difficult for anybody to find a way 

to articulate and explain how two things, which on the surface, completely contradict each other can 

in fact be made to complement (not compliment)  each other.   

 

Good luck. I’ll be interested to hear what to come up with. 
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8 X 9=  8 X 3=  6X 7=   7 X 6=  9 X 6=  7 X 9= 

 

6 X 5=  8 X 9=  9 X7=   6 X 4=  7 X 6=  6 X 9= 

 

9 X 8=  7 X 8=  10 X 7=  3 X 2=  6 X 8=  4 X 7= 

 

7 X 5=  6 X 7=  5 X 9=  6 X 4=  3 X 4=  8 X 4= 

 

4 X 7=  5 X 7=  7 X 6=  5 X 10=  8 X 4=  8 X 8= 

 

3 X 2=  4 X 9=  6 X 7=  10 X 4=  3 X 3=  9 X 6= 

 

5 X 8=  4 X 6=  6 X 6=  7 X 7=  3 X6=   4 X 7= 

 

9 X 7=  6 X 7=  8 X 9=  8 X 4=  5 X 10=  6 X 5= 

 

8 X 4=  10 X 4=  4 X 2=  6 X 9 =  7 X 8=  7 X 3= 

 

7 X 4=  5 X 9=  8 X 6=  6 X 3=  3 X 9=  9 X 8= 
 

 


